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PUBLIC COMMENT FORM

PROJECT l,lAME: Duke's Lanfing FILENUMBER: LAND-201il@96

r\DD1:ss: 166l+ N€ tt"yl" St. kd^o*lsrare, NA zrpcoDE: ?*oS z

COMMENTS (ATTAcHADDTpNALSHEETs tF NEcEssARy)

We bought a house on a dead-end street, thinking that it would guarantee a certain level of

quiet and privacy, and limit the number of cars passing through. We are also sad to see the

open green space disappear, along with the many deer that visit it and the beautiful house that

is there. Naturally, we are not too happy with the proposed land development, in particular the

following points.

1. Too many houses are being built. We do not like the fact that the applicant is squeezing

as many houses as possible on the land. The proposed lots are mostly long and narrow,

and we are concerned that allwe'llsee out the window is a long, ugly wallof houses

built close together.

NE 47th is a relatively narrow road. Can it safely accommodate that much more traffic

from 19 more houses? lt is already hard to turn out of and into the road during peak

hours. Willthe construction machines and vehicles block our way?

We have concerns about the proposed stormwater vault/recreation area. Since we are

directly downhillfrom it, will it affect us negatively? Will it overflow or malfunction and

flood our properties or drainage systems? Will it stink from stagnant water? The

recreation area will definitely generate a certain amount of noise from usage. We did

not buy a house next to a park/playground, so we are not too happy to be in such close

proximity to the proposed recreation area. This is a pretty quiet neighborhood.

We would like to remain on a dead-end street, to limit the number of cars passing

through. ls it possible to close of the road between the proposed new development and

our community, and have 2 separate entry roads? i.e. we keep our entry at NE 47th St,

while the new community enters at 154th Ct NE?

2.

3.

4.
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Sarah Vanags

From: Shari Hsu <sharihsu@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2015 12:16 PM
To: Sarah Vanags
Cc: William Hsu
Subject: Duke's Landing Input

I realize that the deadline for commenting on the proposed “Duke’s Landing” development has passed, but I was 
wondering if other neighbors had expressed concern regarding the water seepage in our neighborhood. 
 
It appears that an underground spring may run under the hill that this proposed development will be sited on.  We have 
noticed that there is often excessive water running down the hill toward West Lake Sammamish.  Some of this water 
seeps out of the road itself and some is seen seeping and running through the area along the side of 47th and also along 
some of other homes along 47th St.  There is often enough water that the sidewalk along W .Lk. Sammamish is covered 
in flowing water. In addition, the storm drain near our driveway almost always appears to be carrying water run off from 
farther up the hill, even when it is not raining. 
 
My concern is that if there is a spring or other water issue that additional development may risk the stability of our 
entire neighborhood. 
 
Thank you, 
Shari Hsu 
16615 NE 47th St 
Redmond, WA 98052 
425‐681‐1405 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10 

 

Click here to report this email as spam. 
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